
Sponsor Meeting Minutes 5 
 
Date & Time: 25 September 2018, 4:00 PM - 6:00 PM 
Venue: SMU Li Ka Shing Library, Project Room 5.3 
Attendees: Aloysius, Anthony, Ozzy, Samantha, Yi Fang, Eng Teck, Jun Ji 
 
 

S/N Item Actions 

1 Things to review 
1. Clarify with Jun Ji number of admins in each country, and whether 

admin is office worker 
 

 
 
 
 

2 Clarifications on E-signature and stamps by other companies, Field 
Trips 
 
Other companies are using a phone scanner to warp the signature into a 
correct shape (i.e. Square) 
Perhaps having a box for people to upload their stamp and signature 
picture into the E form 
 
Field trips likely to be on weekends, morning as the most of the team 
have classes on Friday; Split by 3-3 people 
 
Formula will be given by ron later 
 

Jun Ji 

3 Review of Low-Fi Proposal Design 
 
Yi Fang and Anthony walkthrough-ed Jun Ji on the Low-Fi design 
Jun Ji suggested that designation field can be put optional 
Jun Ji also suggested to possibly allow the admin to have a activate and 
deactivate function 
 
Jun Ji suggested having the date and time for the Jobs page 
Samantha asked if does Jun Ji want the super-admin to see all the jobs 
(Initially he wanted the jobs to be hidden after 7 days)? 
Now jobs to be hidden after 3 days 
Once a job is completed, move to completed page. 
Recent jobs will only contains pending/in progress jobs. 
Jun Ji enquire if poor connection will cause an error when using the 
system. Anthony clarified that there will be a warning message to indicate 
to the user that there is no internet connection. However, the team is still 
researching on if there is any way to provide offline synchronisation 
feature. 

Yi Fang 
Anthony 
Samantha 



 
Jun Ji suggest having multiple views for the picture upload page. 

- One is gridview 
- One is listview 

 
For picture upload page, captions are editable for compulsory pages. 
 
Jun Ji suggest the search feature to be able to allow searching by the 
vessel name, reference ID. (All possible criterions) 
 
Jun Ji don’t want the surveyor reports to be kept for more than 7 days. 
Provide the admin to clear the report from a surveyor account. (Or to 
allow admin to delete the user after he leaves the company) 
 
Messenger module (Included in scope yet?) 
Samantha mentions that the notifications is for Jobs related, to inform 
surveyors that of pending new jobs assigned to them. Jun Ji suggest that 
clicking on the alert will direct the surveyors to the Job page.  
Having red dots on the updated ones (Bookmarking feature) 
 
Jun Ji reminds that they won’t have the signature of the barge officer and 
chief engineer until at the job itself. (Most likely we won’t be creating a 
signature for them as well) 
 
Putting a small arrow to hide tabs but not affecting the distortion of the 
page. (Application to be mobile responsive) 
 
Jun Ji suggest the admin notification to be multiple times (iterative). 
 
Jun Ji suggest that the Admin has a lock feature to lock the report and 
after that, surveyor can’t edit anymore and only Admin can edited. 
 
Save (Every page), Update, Complete (3 functions) 
 
System will prompt user to save at every page, but update will be 
concurrently throughout. 
 
Anthony asked if headers at the report page are ok. 
Jun Ji mentioned that the Surveyor form header be changed to BQS Form 
 
Jun Ji mention that the signature should be uploaded before the complete 
button is hit. 
 
2 seperate box: One for stamp, one for signature. 
If refuse to sign, put a note indicating “No signature” 
 
The stamp should be auto-filled for every page. 



 
Signature should be a default that everyone using the system has. 
 
Jun Ji mention that superadmin should be able to edit and generate 
report. Superadmin should have all the functionalities. Superadmin can 
assign a user to be an admin. Super-admin can also create another 
super-admin user. 
 
Admin should not have user management module (For creating new 
users). Admin can have the remaining functions but he will not be able to 
see all the jobs. Admin should be able to edit jobs as well. I.e. Jobs that 
are pending, admins should be able to edit and assign users. 
Status name: Pending (Job hasn’t start), Progress (Happening) Survey 
Completed (Fieldworks done), Completed (All information and report 
done) 
 
Client view (Determining what clients can see) 
Clients should be able to receive notifications, jobs and reports assigned 
to them.  
 
Walkthrough page of prototype 
Sign up page -> Jobs page -> Pictures upload page -> Reports page -> 
Notifications -> User Profile page -> User management rights 

3 Review of Timeline 
 
Yi Fang mention that the Hi-Fi mockup will be done at end of September, 
followed by the database design. 
 
Eng Teck mentioned that we require the formulas til by end September 
 
The team will also be aim to finish the user management and job 
management module, before running a test with the surveyor and admins. 
 
 

Yi Fang 

4 Review of X factor numbers  
  
Average time to complete one job (Before deciding on user satisfaction):  
9 - 10 hours 
 
Constraints: Not Mac Native 
 
Jun Ji mentioned that they are going to replace the client’s interface with 
the team’s app. 
 
Jun Ji hopes to see different interface for different users 

Yi Fang 
Samantha 



 
 
 
 

5 Features clarifications 
 
Ron sharing about the excel formulas to the team 

 
Impt elements: Pressure, density 
For columns, there are figures indicated.  
Values are extracted from tables. Formulas only need to be copy and 
pasted into the code. 
 
I.e. If a parameter are changed, the adjustment will be made to the 
columns. 
 
*Value 15 is fixed 
 
Density is complex (Can have any type of values; i.e. from 0.99 or even 
1.0778 - Once the value is indicated, the table columns value will change) 

1. Take the value and multiply by 1000 
2. To get range, if the value is between 2 amounts, indicated the 

latter amount 
3. There are range 1, range 2 and range 3. (Rounding up to the 

nearest decimal point) 
 
Ron will copy the formulas for the team and it is up to our the team’s 
flexibility to be incorporated in our code. 
 
Formulas should be hidden from the system users. Values should be 
followed and not be changed since it has been verified by technicians. 
 
Ron will send one spreadsheet with all the formulas incorporated to the 
team. 
 
VCF (Volume correction factor)  
WCF (Weighted correction factor) - Nothing to do with the formula 
 
 
JJ clarified that his role in LightHouse Marine is a business developer. 
 
Jun Ji clarified that the 5 branches are: Singapore, Malaysia, China, UAE, 
Barcelona 
 
Jun Ji to get back with the group about the proposed reduction in hours 
he hopes to achieve after using the application. 

Ron 



 
Jun Ji is open to meeting in school. (Any day is ok with him; Tuesday or 
Friday, inform 3-4 days in advance, flexible timing. If unable, will revert 
back to group 
 
Eng Teck mention that the next meeting will probably be 2 weeks from 
now 

 
 
Done by: Aloysius  
Vetted by: Eng Teck 


